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OECD- Senior Budget  Officials meeting 

National Fiscal Positions and PPPs 
 

 

 

 

 

Fiscal impact of PPPs: In a number of countries undergoing fiscal pressures, PPP engagements 

may need to be reviewed with regards both to contractual payment obligations and contingent 

liabilities. 

 
 

The French  market  swift  take-off over the lasts  years took  place in a relatively  well-covered 

legal  & procedural  framework  to  ensure  VfM checks, proper accounting  of contractual 

commitments  and verification of  budgetary  sustainability before the signing  of a PPP project – 

at least  for central-government PPP projects. However the need was felt to   perform  this 

sustainability test  upstream  before the launch  of a bidding  procedure  through  a new decree 

soon to  be adopted.  

1/French  PPP market  data 
 

*Number of projects signed: Between 2005 and 2011, 130 Contrats de Partenariat (CPs) reached 

financial close: 

*Cumulative CAPEX corresponding  to  CPs signed  from 2005  onwards: 

approximately EUR 12 billion.  

(NB: Add  8bn€ if HSL Tours-Bordeaux (  technically  a concession, but  involving  a majority  

of public financing  + a 1.5bn€ State Guarantee) is included, bringing  grand total  to 20bn€. 

Mostly  in Transportation (Rail), Defence and Justice sectors. 

 

+ several  hundred smaller transactions corresponding  to other, more limited “sectoral” PPP 

forms such as  Baux Emphyteotiques Hospitaliers or BEH (for hospitals), AOT-LOA (build+ 

lease agreements for prisons and police  barracks), Baux Emphyteotiques Administratifs or BEA 

(for local governments buildings)..: approx..2 bn€  
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       *Two  characteristics of French  PPPs: 

- 80% of PPP projects undertaken by  local governments (  from  commune to  region) but  

only  representing  20% of total  amount  of investment. No need for those projects to  get  

an approval  , either from  MAPPP ( on an economic & legal  ground)  of from  Ministry  of 

Budget ( on sustainability  issue)  since local governments benefit from  a constitutional 

right to  self- government. 

- Part of CAPEX financed upfront  by  public sector subsidies(  from  State or local  

authorities): can vary  from 0  to  over 50% ( particularly in large capital-intensive 

transportation infra deals). Overall, private financing  mobilized through  private partners (  

equity + debt)  in the range of 9bn€  for CPs alone (out  of 12bn, i.e. 75%). Very  limited 

impact  of ancillary  revenues to  date,  in offsetting  the weight  of future payments to  be 

shouldered by  public procuring  authorities. 

 

 

 

 

*Future payment streams (CPs only): 

 Total : 25 bn€ ( future payments corresponding  to  signed commitments, not  including  

upfront  payments or subsidies but  including  O&M costs) spread over next 40 years or so 

 

  . 20 bn€, or 80%, for central  govt+ National  agencies 

  .5bn€, or 20%, for local govts 

 

  *Share of Total  public procurement expenditures: Total CAPEX corresponding  to  PPPs 

signed in 2011 (6bn€) compares to public procurement in the order of  EUR   90 to 100 

billion  per year i.e. 6  to 7%. On average over 5 years , the Cumulative CAPEX of PPPs 

signed only corresponds  to 2 to 3% of that  total public procurement ( there are no  legal  

ceiling  whatsoever in this respect  of PPP commitments). 

=>Still  relatively  limited impact, especially  if measured in terms of private financing   

          mobilized. But  impact  can already  be significant  in some areas  like: 

- Hospitals (cf  below) 

- Rail (RFF) 

 

Conversely,  scheme adopted for Universities  provides for  almost  complete match  

between  future payments &  income flows from    initial  cash  allotment under  “Plan  

Campus” Programme. 

 

2/Evolving  Budgetary  rules: 

2.1 Existing  situation so  far: 

- Any  PPP project  has to  be accounted for,  both  on public books according  to  

IPSASB standards (  all  French  PPPs can be considered to  be under control  of the 

public party) and in budgetary  terms : capital  spending to  be offset  at  signing against  a 

LT budgetary  envelope (  Autorisation d’Engagement)  later to  be converted into  annual  

payments (  credits de paiement). 
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 - The Ministère du Budget, des Comptes publics et de la Réforme de l’État    has to  

approve  the affordability  and sustainability  in budgetary  terms ( “consequences sur les  

 

 

finances publiques et sur la disponibilité des credits à  C & MT”) of any  CP 

contemplated at  the state level, before signing the contract.   

 -  However no  such  rule applies to  elected official  at  local authorities level, who  

engage their political responsibility  in the choice & launch  of a project, witout  having  

to  submit  it first  to  a central  body  like MAPPP or the Minsitry of Budget. 

 

2.2 Future decree  governing  early  assessment of budgetary  sustainability: 

 - According  to  a soon to be adopted decree , that review of affordability  and 

sustainability  in budgetary  terms is also to  be conducted  at  inception, simultaneously  

with the Avis on the “evaluation prealable” by MAPPP, before the tender procedure is 

launched. This procedure will  also  be applied to  BEH in the Health sector.   

Such  a review is to  be transmitted to the authority  in charge of the Financial  control  in 

the concerned ministry, as well as to the Ministers in charge of Economy, Budget  & Public 

Domain (+ to  MAPPP). It  can  be updated on demand by  the Minister in charge of 

Budget or whenever the project   is significantly  modified in the course of the tender 

procedure. 

-Another review continues to take place after the tender process has  been finalized and 

before the contract  can be signed with  the selected bidder.   

 

    - This decree thus gives discretionary  power to  the Directorate of Budget  to  approve or       

not  the launch  of a bidding  process on any  PPP project  contemplated at  central  

government level; as a consequence, it  should entail a greater visibility  and security  by  

making sure the project  is compatible with  budgetary  envelopes before entering  the 

competitive dialogue. 

 

 

2.3 The case for the Ministry of Higher education: 
The ministry  benefited from  a financing  scheme (  not  replicable in other sectors)  as a 

result  of Universities being  singled out  as a national  priority in 2007. Under the opération 

campus:  

 a State capital endowment of EUR 5 billion was allocated to universities for their 

investment in infrastructure/accommodation;  

 only the interests perceived on the capital endowment will be used to finance the 

investment programmes;  

 the back-ended funding structure stemming from the capital endowment is 

particularly well suited to PPPs: the interest received on the endowment will be 

used by universities to finance their annual payments to the private partners; 

 Thus income and payments streams are matched, neutralizing  the future costs of 

PPP projects for the ministry’s budget. 

Outside of the opération campus, only 4 CPs for universities were signed in 2009-2010 
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2.4 The case for Hospitals: 

Issues with PPPs in the health sector: 

The Health sector illustrates the risks of not  having  a watertight  procedure. Hospital entities 

have a significant degree of autonomy in France, but hospitals are required to pay for their 

investments with their income. The indebtedness of hospitals has increased significantly over the 

last 10 years.  

Under the plan hospital 2007, the Ministry of Health launched a national call for project 

proposals from hospital entities. A second wave of projects was launched in 2006. Overall, over 

40 BEHs and 10 CPs reached financial close under the 2 plan hospital (2007 & 2012). 35 

hospitals have reached completion and are in the operational phase.  

The PPP initiative in the health sector has faced a series of issues, many  of them relating  to  

sustainability  concerns  regarding  contractual  payments committed under the PPP agreements, 

as in the case of the Sud-Francilien Hospital Centre project in Corbeil-Evry. This BEH for the 

EUR 343 million project, delivered in Jan 2012, is to  be renegotiated due to  budgetary  

constraints  

 Given this and the catch-up investments already made under the plans hôpital 2007 & 2012 

PPPs are not likely to feature significantly in the health sector in the future, except for niche 

applications such  as  information systems, energy production and logistics..  

In any  case the new Budgetary  decree calls for a specific authorization by  3 ministries ( Health, 

Budget  & Economy )  before any  Hospital  PPP can be launched. 

 

 

********************** 
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